MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
READIES ANOTHER ATTACK ON THE
FREEDOM OF ACCESS ACT (FOAA)
February 4, 2013
By Editor:
Will Falmouth’s Rep. Mary Nelson, be the water bearer for the Maine Municipal Association
(MMA) again for this next legislative fiasco to limit one person in the State, from asking any
questions about how Falmouth mismanages some part of our $40,000,000 budget?
On the 21st our reporter listened to Judy Myer, Chairlady, for the Right to Know Advisory
Committee (RTK), (they advise the Legislature’s Judiciary Committee on changes that should be
made to the FOAA) testify that there is a proposal to her Committee made by the MMA to allow
the court to stop any and all requests that may be deemed a NUISANCE. This is the new version
of the Anti-Mike Doyle proposed law that Rep. Mary Nelson submitted last session that started
out as a two foot wide, 30 foot oak tree, and wound up as a 2X4 when it’s far smaller version
passed instead of the monumental over reach that Nathan Poore and Nelson put together with
the help of the MMA.
The purpose that the FOAA law, enacted by the Maine Legislature, was designed to make
government open to public OVERSIGHT. Certain privacy rights such as health records, tax
returns, and the like, are exempt, as well they should be. Instead of being charged access to
government records that residents of a town pay for with property taxes, having to guess what a
government manager has labeled a document, being cheated out of the first free hour to answer
the request repeatedly, then being charged for fully redacted answers, we suggest this new
addition to the current law:
ALL GOVERNMENT UNITS MUST POST ALL DOCUMENTS TO THEIR SITE
WITHIN 48 HOURS OF THEIR AUTHORSHIP OR RECEIPT.
This would completely eliminate the need for the $15/hr. search fee, the padding of time and
overcharges for answers, and having to request the help provided by Brenda Kielty, A.A.G. to
even get an answer from some government units. Then Brenda’s time could be put to better use
fighting the government units that REALLY need to be forced to give up their embarrassing
information.
The proposal on the table that day was for a NEW portal for FOAA requests to the State at a cost
of what sounded like $38,000, for it seems 257 hours of code writing at $148/hr. This will go to
a private company, Maine.gov, on a NO BID contract, to a company that hasn’t been put through
the bid process on its current contract since 2006. What could go wrong here? FTM obtained a

competitive bid of $17,995 in a few minutes from a very experienced company. Multiply this
one overpayment, on one no bid contract, thousands of times, and this is why the taxpayers in
Maine are being screwed at every turn.
At one point Judy Myer opined that she may be a nuisance FOAA requester, as she said she
makes a FOAA request everyday to some government unit. We can see an exemption of the
nuisance law coming that exempts important people like Judy and her ilk. You can see a sample
of Judy Meyer’s brain power below in a piece she wrote about the previous anti-Mike Doyle
version of the FOAA law changes. In this article in which, less then a year ago her claim that
Doyle misused the email list, was documented as false for the following reasons: First Doyle told
Nathan Poore if the town would send his messages to the list or give him access to the master
address containing all the email addresses he would waive access to the individual addresses.
Poore denied this solution to the request and lied when he told Doyle there was no master
address containing all of the addresses. Second, this lie was proven when Doyle had all 2,800+/of the addresses provided by Poore entered into his computer. One of the addresses provided by
Poore was the MASTER ADDRESS. When we pointed out this error to Judy Myer, she
actually responded that Sunday morning that accuracy about Doyle’s use of the email list wasn’t
the main focus of the article. Apparently the managing editor of the Sun Journal can’t manage
an explanation of the FOAA law and be accurate simultaneously. It makes many people wonder
what else the brain trust at the Sun Journal can’t do while opining about the misuse of anything?

If this change to the FOAA is passed that allows courts to ban any requester, it will be the
harbinger of the end of any meaningful open government. Why would Rep. Mary Nelson and
the rest of the Democrats want the public looking at the theft from Turnpike users by its former
Democratic Executive Director, who was recently a guest at the Maine State Prison system?
Why would the Democrats want the public to know that Democrat Dale McCormick, former
Executive Director of the Maine State Housing Authority, was funding one-bedroom apartments
at over $350,000 each when the private developers were doing better units for $159,000? Why
indeed? In our experience local (Falmouth) and state government units are annoyed when we
embarrass them by pointing out their total incompetence and malfeasance in handling someone
else’s money, the taxpayers. To quote Judy (the brain trust) Meyer, “ENOUGH REQUESTS
THAT MR. DOYLE HAS UNCOVERED SIGNIFICANT OVERSPENDING THAT HAD
PREVIOUSLY ESCAPED OFFICIAL NOTICE…”
We can see how that would lead incompetent government leaders to want to crush the FOAA
law and prevent their stupidity from becoming public.

